
The following cover letters, while not focused on any specific industries, all have the following things in common:

1. 

2. 

3.

Remember the importance of being “specific” when you write a cover letter. Review the following sample letters 
and once you have drafted your own, you may get personal feedback by visiting our Peer Career Advisor Open 
Hours at CareerLAB, hours posted on Handshake.

cover letter samples

www.brown.edu/careerlab careerlab@brown.edu167 Angell Street401-863-3326

The writer indicates in the first paragraph why they are specifically interested in the position and/or 
the organization.

They highlight experiences and/or skills that are specifically relevant to the reader.

They emphasize achievements over adjectives. They provide specific details and stories that the reader 
would find relevant without rehashing everything they listed on their resumes.





















Sample Cover Letter 
 

 

Josiah Carberry 
Josiah_Carberry@brown.edu 

167 Angell Street,  
Providence, RI 02912 (401) 863-3326 

 
September 1, 201X  
 
Ms. Jane Doe, Assistant Director  
Community Center  
555 Community Center Way  
New York, NY 10002  
 
Dear Ms. Doe:  
 
I am writing to apply for the Group Leader position at Community Center, which I learned about 
through idealist.org. I am looking for work that will channel my energy for community building 
and social change. Community Center embodies much of what I am hoping to accomplish, and 
working as a Group Leader would allow me to use my community building and language skills to 
serve your organization’s mission.   
 
As an Ethnic Studies concentrator at Brown University, I studied the often unspoken histories of 
immigrants in America, and learned how to bridge the gap between marginalized communities 
and academia. I have been involved with Brown’s Third World Center throughout my 
undergraduate studies, first as a peer counselor to minority students and then as a program 
coordinator for Multiracial Heritage Week and Puerto Rican Cultural Week. These experiences 
developed my ability to create safe spaces that help students from under-represented groups to 
feel welcome and accepted.  I have spent years cultivating skills in community organizing, and 
intertwined with that goal, inspiring change and self-reflection through the arts.   
  
My familiarity with Manhattan, through working at the Museum of Chinese in the Americas in 
Chinatown (MOCA) would be helpful to Community Center. At MOCA, the research I undertook 
enabled me to understand families within their cultural, social and historical contexts. I also 
worked with summer camp and daycare groups on-site at MOCA. I feel connected to the people 
who live in this area and attribute this in part to my fluency in both Spanish and Chinese.  
  
I would be happy to come to New York to discuss the position of Group Leader or other 
possibilities within Community Center. I can best be reached at my cell phone, (401) 863-3326. I 
hope to hear from you soon.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Josiah Carberry 
 

 









Mary Gorown 
69 Brown Street #7098, Providence, RI 02912 •MaryGo@brown.edu • (555) 904 – 7385 

 
February 21, 2012 
 
Marc Fleishhacker 
Managing Director, North America  
True Action Network 
495 Broadway, 4th Floor  
New York, NY 10012 
 
Dear Mr. Fleishhacker:  
 
I am writing to apply for the Marketing Associate Program at True Action Network, which I 
learned of on the Brown University Job and Internship Board. I was immediately drawn to True 
Action for its use of consumer behavior data insights and digital creative power to generate 
strategic results. I am impressed by True Action’s dedication to its clients as proven by its shared 
risk / shared reward compensation model.  
 
My interest in the position comes from a combination of my academic intellectual curiosity and 
extra-curricular experiences in marketing and creative problem solving. As an applied cognitive 
science concentrator at Brown, I have studied the psychology of marketing and have practice 
using data to answer big questions. My research has included using information processing 
theories to understand the role of humor in advertising, understanding the science behind good 
design and layout, and studying the linguistics of brand names, including what aspects of a brand 
name elicit consumer purchasing preferences. Both my academic knowledge and my skill set of 
applying research will be relevant across the Strategy, Marketing Services, and Project 
Management rotations of the Associate program. 
 
Outside of the classroom, I have experience in corporate marketing as the Brand and Naming 
Intern at Hasbro. I was responsible for creating toy names across 29 global brands. Through 
naming products, I learned the importance of extracting and highlighting the essence of a product 
and a brand and how each part of a product must fit into a larger marketing strategy. For 
example, toys that are meant to be collectible need names that communicate that they are a part 
of a set. Additionally, from being President of Brown RISD Hillel, I have experience working 
with a diverse set of people to bring ideas to life. With a five person executive board, I led forty-
two student leaders and initiated a leadership development program to increase collaborative 
planning. My understanding of brand essences and the importance of working in partnerships 
will be directly applicable to the work I do and learn to do at True Action.  
 
True Action believes that its success is measured in the growth of its client’s business.  I would 
love to further discuss the opportunity to use my skills and experiences to contribute to clients’ 
growth and True Action’s success through the Marketing Associates program. I can best be 
reached at (555) 904 – 7385 or MaryGo@brown.edu.   
 
Thank you for your time and your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you.  
 
Sincerely, 
Mary Gorown 
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